
 

 

City of St. Hedwig Planning and Zoning Meeting - 2 Jan 2018 

 

Commissioner Jones Called meeting to order establishing a quorum, noting Comm 

Robinette and Comm Low were absent.   

 

3 Citizens to be heard:  Mr. Wayne Ashbrener realtor for property owners discussed his 

residential real estate signs, stating he felt he was singled out for notification of non-

compliance.  Mr. Patrick Real requested more information on what is proposed for the city 

of St Hedwig.  The Chief operating officer for Guerra Trucking requested previous work 

from P&Z be considered.   

 

Old business:  Move to table until next meeting 1.  Appoint Chair, Vice-Chair, and 

Secretary 

 

2.  Review the current Comprehensive Master Plan 

Gabriel Rojas was introduced as planner assisting with the new future land use plan.  Mr 

Rojas provided draft from previous work session, illustrating 4 land uses with proposed 

locations.  Mr. Rojas discussed the considerations used to develop draft. Bartholomew’s  

model and planning for future population of 5000 was discussed.  Flood plain and USDA 

prime farmland, as well as the traffic patterns were used to develop the draft future land 

use plan.  Geographic diversity should also be considered to minimize impact.  Some areas 

considered for further subdivision were those already divided into smaller tracts.  Mr 

Rojas discussed  the desired view-shed that the city desires to have and how this supports 

the cities’ image.  

 

Comm Solarczyk would like to a presentation from San Antonio River Authority(SARA) to 

further consider infrastructure intentions of any water or waste water for the city. 

Comm Jones noted the Utilities currently supporting city,  Mr Rojas noted that the 

purveyors have Certificate of confidence that assist with jurisdiction and will develop this 

info as needed to support.  Discussed the boundaries of the school district.  Comm 

Solarczyk discussed considerations of future land use plan to prepare for influx from south 

and western areas. 

 

Comm Jones discussed public uses coinciding well with the flood plains and asked if there 

was a formula for considering commercial land use.  Mr. Rojas suggested a retail leakage 

analysis can look at levels of commercial retail that is drawn outside the city using this 

analysis to form a plan to capture more commercial/retail dollars to increase the tax base. 

There was discussion of the density of future development.  

 

Next meeting scheduled for 23 January at 7 pm.   Meeting adjourned at 8:32 pm. 


